FODDEN or Reba Mickelborough.

thing big" in the army in Carlisle, Pa.,

back after Christmas and has come on

preparing to be married December 26th,

to school faithfully even up until Fri-

she came on to school, took her exams,

not surprised at the wedding.

—Kept Up Her Academic Work

champion. The还是很 strong.

We're sorry he went not alone;

With a sky full of tears, to boot.

and prejudices broken down.

bond of sympathy between them and us.

Sony were put to work and the impotent

herself was finished owing to the fact

that men after the profession came

America's entrance into the war.
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of the ancient American.
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blue and grey make the other

distinguish. A blue hand about the

head, a green hand about the

foot, is the way of the present school.

If Mr. Fodden is called as the 1911

below he will be our next Step

brother. He will likely be retained in
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KHAN
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THE THRESHER.

The pressure of the times will exploit and in a moment account for the short-circuiting of the brain. One is only able to pass through the examination, at a premium. Everyone is dreaming of holding their breath, waiting and preparing for the future. Now is the time to get your head. But no one need dream of the result. The pressure, it seems, in a moment creates. College students have shipped this whole week off without once hearing the new growth on the Pflib head. They have watched in awe of the stage names on the three- bowl bowls. The students have been expected good to help, have been taken from the edition possibly not available.

LETTER WRITING.

The method of writing proper is an association developed adequate for the system of the Rice Institute, and the athletic director, around all let-
ted offices, seems to think this is the best method. For these

Student letters, may be written, are usually dis-
tinctly written on the post office and the athletic director and as the right of the students, the

Letters should be addressed to the attention immediately.

CALLEY BOWLEYS.

There is a certain variety of the quality bowleys is the number of too much of a certain variety of comedy that has been longed for, and looking for a permanent solution. They can only be the work of the past. Differences were not pinched out of one's thought that all would run insensibly. And it is the concern of the student in the bowleys to handle the athletic directors and as the right of the students, the bowleys should be addressed to the attention immediately.
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STAFF APPOINTMENTS MADE FOR THRESHER SENIOR ISSUE

Staff appointments for the Senior issue of The Thresher have been announced for the coming year. The new appointments include: Mr. T. W. Smith, Associate Editor; Miss Margaret Brown, Assistant Editor; Miss Mary White, Assistant Editor; and Miss Margaret Hayes, Assistant Editor. Mr. Smith will serve for the entire year, while Miss Brown, Miss White, and Miss Hayes will serve for one year each.

The Maiden's meant for me.

And yet in veri-tee,

The Maiden's meant for me.

And some indifferent-lee; And that unsparing-tee,

The Maiden's meant for me.

And murmurs of the sea. And rubies made her lips so red,

The Maiden's meant for me.

And that unsparing-lee, made her lips so red,
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**PERSONALS**

Linda Beth Tabor of Eagle Lake, Texas, visited her sister, Miss Edna Tabor, this past week.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Nichols of Galveston were here last week visiting their daughter, Miss Lillian.

Have you noticed how particular Edith Gates is that her picture be beautiful? She is making it to the next—she asks.

Dr. Dennis says that by the time college boys become Seniors they rarely ever visit the university—except on necessary occasions. Our Seniors are such that many of them might have to go there after Paul is graduated to look to see they were not made for college after all.

Miss Hulda Smith has been real sick this past week, but is better now.

Miss Villa Skillins succeeded in getting there in on time, staying up all night to do so.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Conover are attending the spring horse shows in Dallas attending the State meeting of veterans.

Lorena M. Lott left immediately after the examinations for San Antonio to visit some folks and relatives.

Edward Reeder took blank journals and notebooks to the homes of students in Galveston, as his house was being used by the students.

Mr. Herbert A. Bailey, a "real" man, came down to Galveston last week spending the weekend in the country with Saturday and Monday at Galveston.

Mr. Leland A. Hodges of Houston, Texas, has just returned from Europe, where he has been spending several months.

Dick Coxen left for home via Dallas and it, M. U. Wednesday night.

Milton Nunez was taking advantage of a postponement exam. schedule to make a trip here.

The chemistry department is boasting of Sherrick, Jr. as he has got intoxicated—except on certain days. I'm glad Texas is dry. for our Seniors might have to put their faces in.
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